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Lily Cole
Actor, activist and entrepreneur Lily Cole shares what drives her,  

what’s important to her in life, and what can make her see red

I do get angry occasionally and I’ve been known to lose my 
temper; once I had an argument with Nigel Farage about 
climate change, as he denies it all and I had to put him right! 
I go in and out of reading the news, too, as I feel it distorts  
my perspective on reality; you become worried and afraid  
of things that are unlikely to touch your life. I’m sometimes 
addicted and consume a lot of news, then I feel I’ve overdosed 
and need to have a bit of space. I try not to be completely naive 
so I scan the headlines, but I don’t indulge in reading too  
much. There’s a great book by Steven Pinker called The Better 
Angels Of Our Nature: A History Of Violence And Humanity 
(Penguin, £14.99) and its premise is that we’re living in one  
of the most peaceful times historically, but we feel like we’re  
in one of the worst times because the media concentrates on  
the most terrifying parts of society and amplifies that.

I try and meditate – I find it helps. It’s important to keep 
control of your mind and not let it rule you. I go months 
without doing it at all, then I get into a good rhythm and meditate 
for 10 minutes a day, but it really depends on when my daughter 
wakes up! Being in nature makes me feel grounded and I like 
taking photographs and directing short films. Writing and 
acting are other outlets for me, and I go through phases of 
playing the piano and singing – music is on my list of recipes  
for happiness that I don’t get enough of, unfortunately.

I am an ambassador for Project Literacy, which started  
to make people aware of illiteracy as a problem and why  
it matters so much; the multifaceted effects illiteracy  
can have are not necessarily obvious. For example, one in  
10 girls drops out of school in Africa because they don’t have 
access to sanitary pads, and the project is supporting a business 
providing cheaper sanitary pads to women in Africa. I like the 
counter-intuitive way in which Project Literacy is tackling  
the problem, pushing ideas forward in an action-orientated way. 
Businesses have the potential to create a profoundly negative  

or positive impact, and more are being created purely to address 
social issues – I feel we can be optimistic about it.

It’s down to us; we have the power to make a difference 
and it’s crazy to think otherwise – humans are having a major 
impact on the planet and every single one of us is a human on the 
planet; there’s no superhuman out there who’s going to fix it all. 
It’s down to us as individuals collectively to create change.

I give whatever I’m doing 100 per cent, so anything I do 
takes a lot out of me. When a project finishes, I take a good 
chunk of time off and catch up on sleep. I love a good massage 
and reflexology, practising yoga and going swimming in the 
ocean – I used to do that in Hastings when I was a kid.

I’m a self-confessed workaholic and I do like to have 
different things on the go, but becoming a mum has made  
me more balanced and disciplined about when I’m working  
and I make sure I have time with my daughter when I’m not  
– she’s brought more balance to my life. I ensure I have enough 
quality family time so I can focus on work at other moments.  
It’s great to have hours of doing nothing or just exploring; being 
with my daughter gives me permission to not have to achieve 
anything for a period of time – I can just be. 

I have a limited relationship with social media; I don’t make 
a point of reading things about me. Negativity has upset me in 
the past and I’m not saying I’m bulletproof now, but I try not to 
care too much and create a space between myself and people’s 
perception of me, which can be positive or negative. When  
it comes to film and theatre, all projects have had polarised 
reviews and you can never completely avoid reading them. 
There have been moments when it has upset me, but it means 
it’s interesting if it elicits strong responses from people, which 
are a mix of love and dislike, so I try not to take that personally.
Find out more about Lily Cole’s projects, including her latest short film about 
resurrecting a derelict ballet school in Cuba, at impossible.com
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